. On December 8, 2011, a round white jade seal of the 60th year of Qianlong Emperor's reign broke the world record of jade article auction. Its hammer price is 161 million Hong Kong dollars.
Chapter 1 The Jade Ring and the Myth of Its Origin
In Baopuzi: the Way of the Ruler, Ge Hong talked about the ideal regime of the ancient times, which was often accompanied with various magical propitious portents. For example: "a spiritual bird is presented to the Emperor's at the red hall, and a jade ring is paid as a tribute to the Emperor."
1 The spiritual bird refers to the white pheasant Yueshang presented to King Wu of Zhou when the King sent armed forces to punish King Zhou of Shang; and the jade ring refers to the white jade ring the Queen Mother of the West presented to Emperor Shun, the legendary monarch of ancient China. Since the Bamboo Annals, this ring has been named as the jade ring, the white ring, or sometimes the white jade. The pheasant is the wild chicken, whose males are in colorful secular article produced in Kunlun Mountain of Tian State, is deified. Viewed from the myth of Xiwangmu, this goddess does not only own the supreme white jade in the utmost west, but also has the only elixir of life in the world. Comparing the two, the implied connection between the white jade and the elixir of life can be seen. From the perspective of mythological symbolism, the Jade Ring made from white jade produced in the utmost west, represents, on one hand, a peaceful and prosperous world with fair and clear politics which is accepted by the heaven of gods; on the other hand, human beings' dream for immortality. The idea of Yin-Yang and Five Elements came into being in the Warring States Period. The five spatial places in the world are matched with the Five Elements and five colors, to realize the re-coding the mythological symbols of cosmology: the east is match with Wood and Cyan, the south with Fire and Red, the west with Metal and White, and the North with Water and Black.
3 Accordingly, the national rituals dominated by the philosophy of Five Elements were also recoded, year after year operating regularly under the logics of four seasons. For example, in the months of summer, "the Emperor should sleep in the Zong Zhang Zuo Ge (总 章左个, meaning: southerly west room), take Rong Lu (戎路, meaning: the chariot), ride the white Tuo (骆), wear white clothes, adorn himself with white jades, eat sesame and dogs, and use weapons that is sharp and long." 4 Annotation said: "Zong Zhang Zuo Ge refers to the bedroom located at the southerly west. Rong Lu refers to the chariot similar to that of Zhou Dynasty and decorated with white. Luo is the white horse that has black mane, and sesame, with patterns on it, belongs to Metal. Dogs are also animals being to Metal. Weapons that are sharp and long resembles the hidden harmful metal weapons." The west and the autumn are thus connected to the White and the Metal, forming a unit of symbolism and an inseparable coding system of classification. Accordingly, the authority also rearrange the jade rituals into "Liu Qi (六器, meaning: six vessles)" to match with the six spatial directions, i.e., the sky, the earth, the west, the east, the north and the south. Like what said in Rites of Zhou: Officials of Spring: Dazongbo (大宗伯, the head of the Officials of Spring): Make Six Vessels with jades, to worship the heaven, the earth, the west, the east, the north and the south; worship the heaven with blue Bi (璧, a piece of jade with a hole in the center), worship the earth with yellow Zong (琮, a long hollow piece of jade with rectangular sides), worship the east with green Gui (圭, an elongated pointed tablet of jade held in the hands by ancient rulers on ceremonial occasions), worship the south with red Zhang (璋, an jade article with the shape of half Gui), worship the west with white Hu (琥, tiger-shape jade) and worship the north with black Huang (璜, semi-annular jade pendant).
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Zheng Xuan annotated as: "when worshiping the gods, you should choose vessels with similar shapes: Bi is round as the sky; Cong is square, like the earth; Gui is long and sharp, like the new born things in spring; Zhang is half the shape of Gui, like the dying things in summer; Hu is as majestic as the autumn; Huang is half the shape of Bi, like the dormant winter, with nothing on the earth and they only appear at noon." Jia Gongyan annotated as: "they say 'Hu is as majestic as the autumn' because Hu has the shape of a tiger, belonging to the West, so it is as majestic as the autumn." In Compendium of Materia Medica: Metals and Stones (Part Two): Jades, Li Shizhen said: "according to old rites, black Gui, blue Bi, yellow Cong, red Zhang, white Hu and black Huang are used respectively to represent the sky, the earth, and four seasons." What needs to be mentioned is, Rites of Zhou used to be thought as a book describing the rites of Western Zhou Dynasty. However, modern scholars confirmed that the book was written during the transitional period of the Warring States and Western Han Dynasty, so what the Six Vessels system reflects are not the rites of Western Zhou Dynasty, but the Five Elements philosophy and the jade rites of Han Dynasty.
Chapter 2 Why Dragon King of the East Sea Craves a White Jade Bed
In Chinese civilization, the white jade is thought as articles of supreme preciousness. In the fourth chapter of A Dream of Red Mansions, a sentence is used to describe how rich the family of Wang Xifeng is: "the East Sea lacks a white jade bed, so the Dragon King came to ask Duke of Jinling's help." Why does the East Sea lack white jade bed? Because the white jades used to make the bed is produced in the west regions, west to the Central Plains, which is very far away from the East Sea which is east to the Central Plains. Only rich families, like the rulers or kinsmen of the emperor or empress, have the power and advantages in transporting and owning such rare resources in the large territory. So, even the Dragon King of the East Sea, a deity, also needs to ask the help of the King of Jinling, an immortal, who stocks rich white jades, so that he can realize the luxurious dream of owning a white jade bed.
Since ancient times, the white jade has not only been high officials or royals' luxury to show off, but also a symbol of one's status. Take the belt hook made of white jades as an example. In Story of the Embroidered Jacket: the Jacket to Protect Her Beloved from the Coldness written by Xu Lin of Ming Dynasty, the hero said: "once, I also wore … hat of horse hair, belt hook of white jade, balls of ambers, coat of ramie silk and leather boots." The jade belt hood is a luxury unique to Chinese civilization, and that made of white jade is especially precious. Cao Yan, the father of Cao Xueqin, once wrote a poem name as See the Moon at the Yellow River and Show It to Ziyou (Ziyou, the style name of Cao Yan's brother) when he was appreciating the moon at the bank of the Yellow River. In the poem, he said "only this white jade belt hook can stretch forward to the source of Kunlun", which can be interpreted as a pun. Why such a white jade belt hook "can stretch forward to the source of Kunlun"? 
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Firstly, Cao Yan thought of the white jade belt hook he himself as wearing on the condition that he was looking at the moon in the sky. Such association is not his personal imagination or creation, but a common metaphor expression in the literary history-the shining moon in the sky looks like the white jade vessel in secular world that reflects white light. For example, in the poem Walking Under the Moon in Gulang, Li Bai said: "when I was young, I didn't know the moon, so I called it as a white jade plate." In his poem Feelings of Looking at the Moon in the Mid-Autumn Day, Wu Weiye of Qing Dynasty said: "I didn't realize the wisdom of waxing and waning until in my late years, I started to worry about the white jade plate." Now that the full moon shining white light makes people think of white jade plate, the slim crescent naturally makes people think of the white jade belt hook. Both the origin place of white jade and the source of the Yellow River are thought to be a large mountain in the western border of Chinese states-the Kunlun Mountain, thus Cao Yan connected two irrelevant natural objects-the moon and the Yellow River. He thought the moon as white jade, which also originates from Kunlun Mountain. He also imagined the Yellow River which flew to the east also originates there. The imagination about the Yellow River is thought to be something of "mythological geography", which is typical Chinese ancient geographical philosophy, i.e., mythological imaginations guide the real geographical thinking and the real geographical being is dominated and transformed by the imagined mythological concepts. The result is, the source of the Yellow River, which is in Qinghai Province, is imagined to be in the far western mountain, i.e., the Kunlun Mountain south to the Tarim Basin in Xinjiang Province. Here, Xu Song talked about the original source of the Yellow River, which was derived from the idea of "Yellow River's Double Sources", i.e. the Kunlun Mountain at Yutian, Xinjiang Province is the original source, which flew underneath from Kunlun to Lop Nor, and then comes out of the earth again when it arrived at Jishi Mountain (the second source) which was located at the border of Qinghai Province and Gansu Province. This theory solved the contradiction between "dredge the Yellow River at Jishi" in Shang Shu: Tribute of Yu and "the Yellow River originates from Kunlun" in Classic of Mountains and Seas, Records of the Grand Historian, Erya, etc. This theory solved the contradiction between "dredge the Yellow River at Jishi" in Shang Shu: Tribute of Yu and "the Yellow River originates from Kunlun" in Classic of Mountains and Seas, Records of the Grand Historian, Erya, etc." 6 Gu Pu of Jin Dynasty, who annotated Classic of Mountains and Seas, was unable to clarify which place "Wu Da (无达)" referred to, so he had to say that it was name of a mountain. This caused trouble for locating where the Kunlun Mountain is. Viewed from the textual context of Classic of the Mountains: West, the Kunlun Mountain is about 1,300 Lis away from the famous mountain which produces the most beautiful jades in the world, and about 800 Lis away from the Zhongshan Mountain. All these mountains are part of the generalized Kunlun Mountains, which, the same as Mount Tianshan and Qilian Mountain, are characterized with being high and steep, and covered with white snow. In the Western cultural, the national psychology of worshiping the white color is to some degree connected to such natural geographical environment and conditions. Chinese usually compare the high peaks which are covered with snow all year long as jade mountain or jade imperial peak, because the white snow and the white jade have similar colors. The myth of the Queen Mother of the West's Presenting the White Jade Ring especially highlights the connection between white jade worship and ancient mythological characters. The story, though being very simple, implies three cultural messages: First, in the opinion of the people in the Central Plains, the origin place of white jades is the remote Western Regions, which are represented by the place where the Queen Mother of the West lives.
Second, the white jade is precious and rare, because it has something to do with the only secret of immortality which is owned by the Queen Mother of the West, which is the supreme dream of ordinary men.
Third, the Ring, being round in shape, implies the meaning of recycling which directs to limitless vastness. The implication of the jade ring unique to Chinese culture is friendly communication, in which courtesy demands reciprocity. In Xunzi: Dalue, Xunzi said: "Hire a person with Gui (珪, meaning: an elongated pointed tablet of jade held in the hands by ancient rulers on ceremonial occasions), ask a scholar's help with Bi, send for a person with Yuan (瑗, meaning: a jade ring with a big hole and small brim), break with a person with Jue (玦, meaning: penannular jade ring), refuse to break with a person with Huan (环, a kind of jade ring)." Five jade sacrificial vessels have different meanings and functions. Among them, the fourth one (Jue) and the fifth one (Huan) are opposite and supplementary. In Guangyun, the authors said: "when an official is exiled to the frontier, if what he gets from the Emperor is Huan, it means that he can come back to the court; if what he gets is Jue, it means he won't be back any more." Na Zhiliang explained as: both jade Huan and jade Jue can be used as official tallies. Obviously, the exiled officials wanted very much the government's pardon, allowing them to go back home. Instead of any documents, either of two articles-Huan or Jue will be sent as an announcement by the government. Huan has the same pronunciation as another Huan (还, meaning: return), symbolizing the permit of returning home. Jue has the same pronunciation as another Jue (绝, meaning: refuse), symbolizing that there is no pardon.
7 However, different from the general meaning of jade ring in Chinese culture, the white jade ring the Queen Mother of the West presented to the ruler of the Central Plains mainly conveyed the meaning of friendly communication.
As for the origin of Xiwangmu (Queen Mother of the West) and the Kunlun myth, some modern scholars (represented by Sun Xuelin, Ding Shan, Du Erwei, Xue Gaoruan and Ling Chunsheng) influenced by foreign scholars like Hirth think that Xiwangmu is the goddess of the moon in the ancient civilization of the Tigris and Euphrates Valley in the Western Asia. When introduced to the Central Plains, it was translated into three Chinese characters, i.e. Xi (西, meaning: west) Wang (王, meaning: monarch) Mu (母, meaning: mother). People at that time were not clear about how Chinese jade culture passed on from the prehistoric period to the Shang and Zhou Dynasties. Things are different now: numerous unearthed jade articles show us that, the jade rituals since Western Zhou Dynasty can't be without white jades and greenish white jades. But these jades are rare in the Central Plains, so the transportation of jades from the west to the east turned more and more fierce since the Xia, Shang and Zhou Dynasties, which supplied Hetian jades of Xinjiang (with white jade as the most precious) to the rulers of China. Based on this, we can see that the myth of Xiwangmu's presenting the white jade ring to the Emperor has its root in the reality, instead of being totally imaginative in cultures with no white jade worship. Another 420 Lis to the northwest lies a mountain name as Mi Shan. On it, most trees are red woods, with round leaves, red trunks, yellow followers and red fruits which taste like sugar. Once eating the fruits, people won't feel hungry any more. Dan River came out of the Cen Mountain, and went west into the Cheng Pool. In the river grew many white jades. So did some jade cream whose origin was boiling. The Yellow Emperor fed on this cream, thus produced black jades. Watered by jade cream for five years, the Dan plant became colorless and smelt sweet. So the Yellow Emperor took jade flowers of Mi Shan and planted them on the southern side of the Zhong Mountain. Beautiful jades were pretty good, solid and exquisite, and also shined lights. They shined five colors, and with the gentle lustre, the hard stones looked soft. Since the ghosts and gods fed on jades, by wearing them, gentlemen could be protected from ominous things. It was 460 Lis from the Mi Shan Mountain to the Zhong Mountain, which were full of waters. In the waters, there were rare birds, weird beasts and strange fishes, all of which were rarities.
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Of the whole Classic of Mountains and Seas, this passage is the best part in describing and worshiping jades because of four reasons. First, what it describes is a special kind of white jade. Second, the white jade can magically transform and can produce and be produced. It turns into jade cream, and then white jade cream produces black jade. This fully demonstrates the secret of Yin-Yang change. Third, the jade cream is nutritious, being able to be the food of the Yellow Emperor who was the Chinese ancestral god; also, it is the food of ghosts and gods. This means, the jade is eatable. The physical change bought by the jade cream is achieving immortality, to guarantee the eternity of the god's life. This is enough to initiate the ruler's imagination and dream. Four, it refers to the imagination about the planting and reproduction of this special white jade: So the Yellow Emperor took jade flowers of Mi Shan and planted them on the southern side of the Zhong Mountain. What was produced were named as Jin Yu (瑾瑜, meaning: beautiful jade), whose qualities are describes as "solid and exquisite", which are in accordance with two nowadays indicators in testing the jades: high hardness and great density. Beautiful jades were pretty good, solid and exquisite, and also shined lights, and Guo Pu annotated as "the jade is smooth and thick." It is as moist we say today. Being moist and shining, this is how the ancient people described the physical characteristics of Hetian jade at Kunlun Mountain-shining as oil, which is the "oil quality" of jade. The contrarian indicator is "water quality", i.e., being dry and rough, which will greatly influence the feeling quality of jades. Without experience Chinese intuitive feeling of the jades, people will have difficulty in understanding this description about these qualities of the supreme jade materials. Such description of jade resource seems to be ordinary; however, from the viewpoint of cultural anthropology, it requires the internal perspective of jade culture holder, i.e., "from the perspective of an aborigine", to grasp the theme in the context. Such description will become unreasonable anecdote when detached from the special context of Chinese jade culture.
In ancient literature, no other jades, except the white jades, were such magically described. It can be speculated that, in the ancient people's imagination, the white jades have greater power in communicating with the gods and spirituals than jades of other colors. As for why white jades are connected with such mysterious and magical imaginations, we can refer to the expressions in classic literature (such as the shining objects in the sky-the sun and the moon, are both compared to white jades) to get that idea of unification of man and god. Since the myth of the Yellow Emperor is very popular, he is worshiped as the national ancestor by Chinese people. So the myth of his eating the white jade cream also has a deep influence on Chinese civilization, especially on the naming of food. When it comes to white food (from the white drinking liquid to the white jelly tofu), Chinese often have beautiful imaginations, such as jade juices, brocade clothes and jade food. In Essays of Old Man at Jie An: Tofu Poem, Li Xu of Ming Dynasty expressed the wonderful feeling when eating tofu in a witty tone: "I labored to sharpen a Kunwu sword, and used it to cut the white jade into chunks. I fried them to satisfy my mouth, not afraid of my old teeth at all." Tofu, as being a special food of Chinese people, has no equivalent in English, so it was translated by transliteration. This shows the locality of tofu. To make tofu, first grind the soybeans into milk, then boil the milk and add some gypsum or bittern to congeal it into a chunk, at last pressed to lose some water, it will turn solid. The process of making tofu also conforms to the imagination of "jade cream". Li Shizhen, the master of pharmacy in Ming Dynasty, thought that tofu dates back to Western Han Dynasty. In its works Compendium of Materia Medica: Crops-Part Four: Tofu, he said: "the method of making tofu originated from Liu An, Huainan Duke of Han. All kinds of black soya beans, soybeans, white peas, muddy soybeans, peas and mung beans can be used to make tofu." Liu An was the author of the famous works of ancient philosophers other than those of Confucius-Huainanzi. To some degree, the myth of the Yellow Emperor's eating white jade cream drove people's experiments in making it. This is inseparable with the eating jade philosophy under the jade religious beliefs since the ancient times. Even in Ming Dynasty, when the crop-corn originally grown by American Indians was introduced into China, it was given the name of Yu Shu Shu (玉蜀黍, literal meaning: jade Sorghum bicolor) or Yu Mi (玉米, literal
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588 meaning: jade rice). From the prehistoric period to Ming Dynasty, we can see how long-lasting the influence of jade eating philosophy is. In his works Annotation to Idioms: On Plants, Sun Jinbiao said: "According to Hai Men Wu Zhi … rice which has shells are also called Sorghum bicolor. In Compendium of Materia Medica, it is called as jade Sorghum bicolor. Nowadays, people usually call it as jade rice." The association of food and beautiful jades is deeply rooted in the great tradition of jade culture, which gradually gives birth to new symbol coding behaviors.
The phase jade food became common in the literature of many scholars and intellectuals. In Shang Shu:
Great Plan of Jizi, the author described the privileges of the monarch as: "only the monarch can enjoy happiness, only the monarch can act as a tyrant, and only the monarch can eat jade food. There is no official who enjoys happiness, acts as a tyrant, or eats jade food." Kong Chuan said: "only the monarch has the privilege of acting as a tyrant, enjoying happiness, and eating delicious food." The later generation use the idiom of "acting as a tyrant and enjoying happiness" to mean holding power over someone's life and property. In his commentary, Sun Xingyan said: "what is means is that, the monarch should perfect his nature, so that he can be moderate and control his temper so that he can perform his privilege in enjoying happiness and acting as a tyrant." In Shi Gu, the author said: "it talks about the monarch. And the jade food is delicious food. 
Chapter 4 Classic of Mountains and Seas and the White Jade Worship in

Tale of King Mu, Son of Heaven
In Chu Ci: Nine Songs: The Lady of the Xiang, Qu Yuan said: "take white jades to press the seats, and spread the Folium Pyrrosiae to make the room full of fragrance." We can know that, since Eastern Zhou Dynasty, the white jades have stood out of jades of various colors and became the subject praised by poets. The charm of white jade resulted from a conceptual revolution of jade beliefs which was the first time in history, i.e., the worship of jades of any color to the worship of jade of pure white. I call this big revolution of mythological concepts as the "Protestant Revolution" of the jade religion. The background of this revolution was, Hetian jades of Kunlun Mountain in Xinjiang was transported into the Central Plains on a large scale, which started the new tradition of transporting jades from the west to the east which lasted for three to four thousand years. Since perfect white jades can only be found in Hetian jades of Xinjiang, the white jade worship didn't appear in thousands of years' prehistoric jade culture. It was obvious, at that time there was yet no cultural revolution of "transporting jades from the west to the east", so no white jade materials was available in producing jade sacrificial vessels or in the system of jade rituals. Once the rulers of the central plains found and started to use the white jade, the subject of worship in their ideology witnessed significant changes. Viewed from this, in Classic of Mountains and Seas, one of the 16 listed mountains that produced white jades was named as "White Jade Mountain". This is no coincidence. We can speculate this book is the secret treasure map of those devout believers after the Protestant Revolution (the white jade worship) of Chinese jade religion came into being.
Reading the old pre-Qin book Classic of Mountains and Seas which had great influence on A Dream of Red Mansions while keeping white jade worship in mind, the reader will soon realize that the author, for a special purpose, mentioned whether a mountain produced white jades when he introduced each of the 140 jade-producing mountains. Such mentions appeared more than 16 times. Is this coincidence? According to modern mining knowledge, white-jade-producing mountains in China are very rare, impossible to amount to 16 in number. However, more than 2,000 years ago, Classic of Mountains and Seas said this with so much certainty, paying great attention on the specialties of each place: first recording whether it produces jades, then talking about whether it has white jades. What was the author's purpose?
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In other words, the jade and the white jade are differentiated holy articles. Then □ white jade/s was/were presented. Here, something is missing. The subject who presented the white jade was not mentioned. With only the predicate and the object, we are not clear that who presented this white jade. Also the number was missing, so we don't know how many jades were presented. According to the annotations by Guo Pu and Hong Yixuan of Qing Dynasty, Shi Wu Ji Yuan thought that "people living in Zhu Ze region presented white jade(s) material to King Mu."
10 The subject is added, so we know that it was the local people of Zhu Ze who presented white jade material to King Mu. After that, more things were presented to him. So, 300 horses and 3000 cattle and sheep were presented to King Mu.
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From inscriptions on bronze objects that recorded how the Emperor of Western Zhou awarded his officials, we can see that the jade and the horse were the two most important treasures of that time and they were in the charge of the supreme ruler, which made them the key object in constructing the power network and the clearly stratified society under the enfeoffment system of Western Zhou. Among all colors of jades transported from the west to the east, the white jades, because of its rareness, are more precious than others.
According to statistics in Classic of Mountains and Seas, 16 of the more than 140 jade-producing mountains produce white jades, with the other more than 120 mountains only produce jades of other colors, and white jades only account for 11% of the total jades. Classic and other readings which tell that "jade comes from Kunlun", people gradually think that the Kunlun Mountain is the only place that produces white jades and other places are forgotten.
Till the 20th century, the Hetian jades of Xinjiang became deteriorated. So people started to look for and mine substitutes for Hetian jades. Then, the other two white-jade-producing places are found: Baikal in Russia and Golmud in Qinghai, China. In the jade industry, white jades from Baikal are called "Russian materials", and those from Golmud "Qinghai materials" (or Kunlun jades). Compared with Heitian white jades of Xinjiang, the Russian materials are whiter in color, but a little worse in oil quality; while, the Qinghai material are grayish white in color, have hidden water lines, better translucency and much worse in oil quality. In 2014, I joined in a cultural delegation of the Jade Road to Gansu Province. We found a 23-kilometer-long mountain which produces shining white jades at the northern part of Datou Mountain which is located in Guazhou, Gansu Province, close to Xinjiang. The sampling report tells that the Mohs' hardness of jades here is six, with all major indexes equal or close to the Hetian jades of Xinjiang. The only difference is that there is visible difference in their white colors. The Hetian white jades are usually slightly greenish; however, the white jades of the Datou Mountain are slightly yellowish. This means: in the western plateau of China, there are multiple places that produce white jades. It remains a mystery how much unknown jade materials are mined from here. The 16 white-jade-producing mountains recorded in the Classic of Mountains and Seas can't be fabricated in the study, but based on real investigation or sampling.
Besides the white jades, in Classic of Mountains and Seas, another 11 mountains are recorded as producing blue and green jades, and another eight mountains as producing water jades, i.e. crystals; and in the chapter of Classic of Mountains: Central, five mountains are recorded as producing "White Min (珉)". Min refers to beautiful stones that are similar to jades. In Xunzi: Lawful Behaviors, the author said: "so, although Min is colorful, it's no match for the white and shining jade." Here, the grades of Min and white jade are differentiated. In Book of Han: Sima Xiangru (Part 1), the author said: "the stones there include Chi Yu (赤于, literal meaning: red jades), Mei Gui (玫瑰, literal meaning: a kind of beautiful jades), Lin (琳, literal meaning: a kind of beautiful jades) and Kun Wu (昆吾, literal meaning: name of a kind of stones which are inferior to jades)". In Yan Shigu's annotations, he cited Zhang Ji as: "Lin is a kind of jade. And Min is stone that is inferior to jades." Though the ancient people prefer white jades to Min, they also paid attention to white Min as substitution of white jades under the condition that white jade materials were rare. If not so, Min won't be listed by Classic of the Mountains and Seas as one of the special resources. This also proves the white jade worship in the mind of the authors of Classic of Mountains and Seas.
It's also worth noting that, when Classic of Mountains and Seas talks about the Yizhu Mountain, it first says that on the Mountain, gold and jades are produced, and then says that in the rivers under the mountain, white jades are produced. Here, jades and white jades are illustrated in parallel, similar to the expression that "white horses are not horses". Why so? Do white jades have special characteristics? From this, we can know that, by particularly noting the places producing white jades, Classic of Mountains and Seas implies a social values system and mythological beliefs and concepts. The concrete situation of these concepts has long been forgotten. From the details in the jade ritual when King of Mu, Son of Heaven, met with Queen Mother of the West, we can slightly feel what's behind them.
On a lucky day of Jiazi Year 12 , the King of Mu visited the Queen Mother of the West as a guest. He held a white Gui (圭, an elongated pointed tablet of jade held in the hands by ancient rulers on ceremonial occasions) and a black Bi (璧, a piece of jade with a hole in the center) to meet her, and present a hundred Chun of flowered silk bands to her. Three hundred Chun of silk bands, the Queen Mother of the West worshiped again and again and then accepted them.
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Gu Pu annotated as: "Chun is the name of cloth." King Mu of Western Zhou, who came from the Central Plains, called on the Queen Mother of the West, brought a large amount of silk-a hundred Chun of flowered silk bands and another three hundred Chun of a kind of silk products whose name is lost. In ancient times, one Chun means a segment of cloth and silk. For example, Chan-kuo ts'e: Strategies of Qin recorded that: "one thousand Chun of fine silk, one hundred pairs of white Bi (璧, a piece of jade with a hole in the center), and ten thousand Yi (溢, a unit of weigh used in ancient China, and 1 Yi equals to 1 or 1.2 kg ) of gold." Bao Biao annotated as: "Chun refers to four edges." Here, "hundred", "thousand" and "ten thousand" express the value of these things-the ranking shall be the white jade, the fine silk and the gold. From the number of each kind of gifts King Mu brought to the Queen Mother of the West, we can crudely infer the value or status of each kind. There are hundreds of silk products, but only one jade Bi and Jade Gui, and Bi is black or dark green while Gui is white. The contrast in color is very sharp. What concept is hidden behind this? The special combination and contrast of white Gui and black Bi demonstrates various mysterious imaginations, such as the round and the square, the black and the white, the sky and the earth, the Yin and the Yang, which is much food for thought, like saying something that's unsaid.
We can compare this with Mi Mountain as recorded in Classic of Mountains: West which describes the legendary story that the white jade can produce jade cream, and then the jade cream can produce black jade. In the variation and transformation of two colors, the transformation of Yin and Yang and the change of the universe are implied. In current jade circle, a kind of Hetian jades is called "Qing Hua jades (literally 'green-flowered jades')", which are in dark and light colors. Such comparison is connected with the two legendary images examined in this paper, i.e., the ancestral god (the Yellow Emperor) and the goddess named as "Queen Mother" (the Queen Mother of the West). Penetrating through the magic color in this myth narration, we can see the hidden message of reality-no matter the god or the goddess, the black or the white, the prototype of these myths' focus is the exclusive white jade produced in the west regions. A river at the foot of Kunlun Mountain which produces white jades is exactly named as "Bai Yu River (literally 'White Jade River')", and the river which produces green jades is named as "Lv Yu River (literally 'Green Jade River')".
According to the records in History of Five Dynasties: Yutian State:
In the third year of Tianfu Reign of Jin Dynasty, the emperor sent Zhang Kuangye and Gao Juhui as assistants to the local officials, to confer the title of "Dabao King of Yutian" on Li Shengtian. Juhui recorded that 1,300 km south to Yutian is a mountain named as Jade State, which is the very mountain Zhang Qian of Han saw when he had traveled to the origin of the Yellow River at Yutian and was said by Zhang as being rich with jades. The source of the Yellow River is three rivers at Yutian: the eastern one is White Jade River, the western one is Green Jade River, the westernmost one is Black Jade River. All the three rivers produce jades, but of different colors. Every autumn, when the rivers dry up, the King will get jades out of the waters. Only after that can the common people go get jades out of the waters. After Kuangye and other assistant came back to Jin, Shengtian sent the governor Liu Zaisheng to bring a thousand Jin (one Jin equals half a kilogram) of jades, jade seals and Xiang Mo Zhu (Anti-Evil Stick) to present them to the emperor.
